
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year group: 5 Time Allocation: 1 /2 term 

WHY? 
 
We will be exploring planet 
earth through our core book as 
well as understanding the 
physical and geographical 
features of different regions 
as we follow Phileas around the 
globe. 

English: We will be using the Write Stuff 
lenses to create persuasive travel brochures. 
We will also write narratives inspired by earth 
and space 
 
Reading: For our comprehension focus we will 
explore a variety of fiction and non-fiction 
texts using the reading rainbow. 

Maths:  
This term we will be learning all about decimal 
fractions and developing our understanding of 
tenths and hundredths. We will also explore 
money, including converting between pounds and 
pence and calculating with money. 

Science:  
What is Earth’s place in Space? 
We will investigate the movement of the 
earth and other planets around the sun. The 
movement of the moon and find out why we 
have day and night. 
 

Teachers: Mr Blackburn and Mrs Teasdale Date: Autumn Term 1—2022 

Core Value:  

Computing: This half term we will be thinking about e-safety. 
We will also investigate computing systems and networks. 
 

Art - Retro –futurism – space inspired art. 
We will use multi-media techniques to create space inspired art. 
 
D.T—Mechanical systems—pop-up books. 
We will create a functional four-page pop-up storybook design, 
using lever, sliders, layers and spacers to create paper-based 

mechanisms. 

Geography:  
Why is Fair Trade fair? 
We will learn about climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, 
settlement and land use to investigate economic activity 
including trade links and distribution of natural resources  

PE: For this half term,  Year 5 will be working with 
NUFC on multi-skills and following unit 1 of real PE: 
Personal. 

Music: Living on a Prayer – Rock anthems  
We will learn all about classic rock by listening to,  composing 
and performing music inspired by 5 great rock artists. 

Generosity 

PSHE: Me and my relationships 

We will think about feelings, emotions, conflict resolution and 
friendships. 

RE:  Why do some people believe in God and 
some people do not?  
We will explore different beliefs about God and the 
impact that believing or not believing has on people’s 
lives. 

We will be learning 
about: 

 
The different ways you 

can be generous 

 French: Mon ècole et moi. We will learn to talk about 
school life. 

Let Your Light Shine 
Matthew 5:16 


